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English at the Shoreditch Park expected standard
Coverage







Medium Term Plans for SPaG and 3 weekly overviews are saved in T Drive: Power of Reading: Year group.
Year 2-6 follow the 3 weekly cycle. Where a book is taught for more than 3 weeks the cycle is repeated.
The 3-week cycle ensures SPaG and handwriting is taught in depth once weekly. It also ensures 3 long writing
lessons per 3 week cycle, one of which includes the opportunity to deconstruct a genre in greater depth and
to redraft.
The cycle in Year 1 ensures there is 1 long writing task completed every week.
Check it, Beat it, Prove it activities link clearly to end of year objectives and children complete 1 of each
activity every other week. This rotates on a cycle with grammar/ word games at the start of the lesson.
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Wk1

SPaG and
handwriting

POR approach
(e.g. Book Talk,
shared writing,
drama etc.)

POR approach
(e.g. Book Talk,
shared writing,
drama etc.)

Planning for writing
(story-mapping, box
up method etc.)

Writing (specify
genre)

Wk2

SPaG and
handwriting

POR approach
(e.g. Book Talk,
shared writing,
drama etc.)

Introduction of
genre for writing
on day 10

Planning for writing
(story-mapping, box
up method etc.)

Writing

Wk 3

Redrafting

SPaG and
handwriting

POR approach
(e.g. Book Talk,
shared writing,
drama etc.)

Planning for writing
(story-mapping, box
up method etc.)

Writing

Productivity
The following is guidance and it is fair to take into account the size of children’s handwriting and the size of lines in
the books. Through a summer term long writing task we are aiming for most children to achieve:
 Year 1 - 1 page
 Year 2 - 1-2 pages and increasingly using paragraphing
 KS2 - 1-2 pages using paragraphing
NB. Children identified in pupil progress reviews as making less than expected progress/ SEND may not reach these
expectations. However, there is the ambition that all children are working towards these.
Presentation, marking and feedback
 All books should be marked daily against the success criteria.
 Teachers use the generic marking key.
 Teachers use differentiated feedback stickers (symbols) 2-3 times per week. The question is printed on to the
sticker.
 Long writing tasks should use SOLO verbs to inform questioning through red pen personalised comments.
This may also be done through the use of feedback stickers, where appropriate. Year 1 and 2 are more likely
to use feedback stickers as it may not yet be appropriate to expect children to read and respond to
personalised comments.
 Redrafting is marked either against the redrafting key or with personalised feedback linked to the success
criteria.
 Reading Albums (KS2) are marked in line with guidance shared by KS2 reading leader. All ‘selfies’ are
acknowledged with a tick and through marking key. Where children’s selfies need further challenge,
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teachers will add in green pen comments. Big Picture lessons are taught every two weeks and diagnostically marked with
red pen questions for children to respond to.
 Teacher handwriting is in line with end of year expectations for their class.
 Children awarded ‘pen licences’ join fluently and with the correct joins. All other children write in sharp pencil.
 Books are covered in tacky back and have correct POR cover.
 The date is underlined twice in green pen. Success criteria, worksheets and stickers are stuck in neatly on the lines.
Displays


Working Walls are clearly identifiable at the front of the classrooms and include support materials linking to spelling,
punctuation and grammar. These are added to on a weekly basis.



Working Walls include whole class shared ideas that reflect the journey through the Power of Reading text e.g. Book
Talk, collecting words and phrases, shared writing, images, prompts for language features linked to genre etc. These too
are added to on a weekly basis.



Reading Walls display the sentence stems linking to the focus reading strategy e.g. predication, clarifying etc. Displays
also include the focus stems for reading ‘learning behaviours’. The class text is also displayed alongside new vocabulary
from the book.



Grapheme charts are displayed at the front of every classroom and referred to when teaching spelling and modelling
shared writing.
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Writing
focus

Stories
from
Other
Cultures

Poetry

Year 2

Writing
focus

Stories
from
Other
Cultures

Poetry

Year 1

Recount (Letter from
Grace to her Ma)
Discussion (Should you
drive to school?)

10 Things I can do to
Help my WorldMelanie Walsh

Grace and Family- Mary
Hoffman

Instructions (How to
make a biscuit bear)
Poetry

Here’s a little PoemJane Yolen

Autumn 1
Biscuit Bear- Mini Grey
The Gruffalo- Julia
Donaldson

Narrative

Instructions

Anna Hibiscus- Atinuke

Claude in the City- Alex T
Smith

Recount (Newspaper
article- alien landing)
Narrative

Man on the Moon- Simon
Bartram

Autumn 2
Beegu- Alexis Deacon

Poetry
Non chronological report
(Taking care of a pet cat)

The Diary of a Killer CatAnne Fine

Narrative
Recount (diary entry)

The Dark- Lemony
Snicket

A Necklace of RaindropsJoan Aiken

Persuasion (Advert for
new Traction Man toy)

Non-chronological report
(Life in a Kenyan village)
Poems to perform- Julia
Donaldson

Narrative

Traction Man- Mini Grey

Spring 2
The Snail and the WhaleJulia Donaldson

Poetry

Lila and the Secret of the
Rain- David Conway

Spring 1
The Puffin Book of
Fantastic first PoemsJune Crebbin

Explanation (How to
attract a hedgehog to
your garden)
Narrative

The Princess and the
White Bear KingTanya Robyn Batt

Recount (Apology
letter from Goldilocks)
Explanation (Why
some animals are
nocturnal)
The Hodgeheg- Dick
King-Smith

One Night, Far From
here- Julie Wauters

Summer 1
The Jolly Postman and
Other People’s Letters
- Janet and Allan
Ahlberg

Persuasion (banning the
hunting of birds and
animals)

The Magic Finger- Roald
Dahl

Refugee Week text
Something Else- Chris
Riddell

Narrative

The Lonely Beast- Chris
Judge

Refugee Week text:
Elmer and the HipposDavid McKee

Summer 2
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Writing
focus

Stories
from
Other
Cultures

Poetry

Year 4

Writing
focus

Stories
from
Other
Cultures

Poetry

Year 3

Non-chronological report
(wolves)
Narrative
(Creative Writing)

Leon and the Place
Between- Grahame
Baker-Smith

Non-chronological
report (Life in the Stone
Age)
Explanation (Why a
volcano erupts)
Wolves- Emily Gravett

The Pebble in my
Pocket

Autumn 1
Ug Boy Genius of the
Stoneage- Raymond
Briggs

Explanation
(What you do as a
fisherman)

Narrative

The Mousehole CatAntonia Barber

Storm- Kevin Crossley
Holland

Recount (Diary entry)

Narrative

Gregory Cool- Caroline
Binch

Autumn 2
Into the Forest- Anthony
Browne

Poetry
Persuasion (I am the
greatest of all the Gods)

Mouse, Bird, Snake, WolfDavid Almond

Hot Like Fire- Valerie
Bloom

Poetry
Discussion text- (Should
wild animals be kept in
zoos?)

Gorilla- Anthony Browne

Spring 1
Please Mrs Butler- Allan
Ahlberg

Recount
(Newspaper)

Narrative

Varjak Paw- S F Said

Narrative

Ice Palace- Robert
Swindell

Spring 2
Charlotte’s Web- E B
White

Recount (newspaper
report/ diary)

The Miraculous
Journey of Edward
Tulane- Kate di Camillo

Oliver and the Seawigs
- Philip Reeve

Persuasion

Instructions

Summer 1
The Iron Man- Ted
Hughes

Narrative

Discussion

Krindlekrax- Philip
Ridley

Refugee Week text
Azzi In Between- Sarah
Garland

Narrative

Jemmy ButtonJennifer Uman

Summer 2
Refugee Week text
Moon Man- Tomi
Ungerer

Poetry

Year 5

Writing
focus

Stories
from
Other
Cultures

Poetry

Year 6

Writing
focus

Stories
from
Other
Cultures
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Narrative

Narrative

Discursive

Instructions (playing a
war time game)
Explanation

Narrative
(Porthole Story)
Stay where you are and
then leave- John BoyneWW1

Recount
(Newspaper Report)

The Viewer- Gary Crew
and Shaun Tan

Autumn 2

Recount (Diary Entry)

Recount
(Diary entry and letter
writing)
Rose Blanche- Roberto
Innocenti

Narrative

There’s a Boy in the
Girl’s Bathroom- Louis
Sacher

Autumn 1

Poetry

Narrative

Recount (biography)

Shackleton’s JourneyWilliam Grill

Poetry
Instructions
(To carry out a top secret
mission)

Stormbreaker- Anthony
Horowitz

Spring 1
Cosmic Disco- Grace
Nichols

Recount (newspaper
report)
Discursive
Non chronological Report

Cosmic- Frank Cottrell
Boyce

Recount
(Eyewitness Report)

Narrative

Spring 2
Skellig- David Almond

Narrative (myths and
legends)

Explanation

The Adventures of
Odysseus- Hugh
Lupton

Marcus SedgwickFloodland

Narrative

Recount
(Newspaper report)

Summer 1
The London Eye
Mystery- Siobhan
Dowd

Discursive

Play scripts

Shakespeare in schools
project

Refugee Week text
The Arrival- Shaun Tan

Explanation Text
(How does a clock
work)

Clockwork- Philip
Pullman

Summer 2
Refugee Week text
The Silence SeekerBen Morley
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Instructions
aim to ensure
something is
done correctly
and a
successful
outcome
achieved. If
there is a
process then
the
instructions
are given in
the order in
which it needs
to be
undertaken.
Non
chronological
reports
inform the
reader about
the topic
describing its
characteristics
in an engaging
and
interesting
way.

Instructions

Non
Chronological
Report

Purpose

Non-fiction
genre

Generalisers such a ‘most’, ‘many’, ‘some’, ‘a
few’.
Connectives to add information‘furthermore’, ‘also’, moreover’,
‘additionally’.
Subject specific and technical vocabulary.
Often in the present tense and third person
e.g. ‘Professional footballers train hard’.
Usually fairly formal, especially if written for
an unknown reader.
Detail and description, including the
language of comparison and contrastfor an effect, not to create an emotion.

Opening that introduces the reader
to the subject.
Chunks of information, logically
organised possible with
subheadings, information
boxes, lists, bullet points,
diagrams and images.
Paragraphs usually begin with topic
sentence e.g. Arsenal FC was
founded…, The total number of
trophies won by the club to
date is…
Ending- this makes a final ‘amazing’
point or relates the subject to
the reader.

Someone who
knows little
about a subject
and would like
to learn more.

Time connectives e.g. First, next, after that,
then finally.
Steps to be taken organised by numbers,
letters of the alphabet or bullet points.
Fairly formal as the reader may be unknown.
Use of short sentences to make the writing
clear.
Use of imperative (bossy) verbs e.g. Turn,
push, tip, stir.
Subject specific and technical vocabulary.
Commas used when writing a list of
ingredients or tools.
Possible use of a colon before a list e.g. What
you need: flour, sunflower oil and water.

Opening that explains what the
instructions are for and why
they might be necessary.
List of what is needed in order of
use.
List of steps to be taken in
chronological order.
Often uses diagrams.
Ending- that adds in any extra
points, reminders, warning or
encouragement.

Someone who
wants to know
how to do
something.

Language Features

Typical Structure

Audience

Information
leaflet,
magazine article,
tourist guidebook,
encyclopaedia
entry,
page from a nonfiction book.

Recipes.
Rules.
Directions.
Instructions on
packaging.
Imagined
instructions
e.g. How to
tame a
unicorn, how
to defeat a
Viking.

Examples of writing
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Recount

Explanation
texts

To retell a
real event in
an
interesting
and engaging
way.

Explanation
texts help
someone
understand a
process or
why
something is,
or has
happened

Someone who
wants to know
what has
happened.
Audience varies
depending on
the purpose of
the writing.

Someone who
wants to
understand a
process or an
event.

A beginning, middle and end in
chronological order.
Opening paragraph to hook and
orientate the reader (often
includes Who? What? Where?
Why? When?).
Paragraphs often begin with a topic
sentence.

Series of logical often chronological
- explanatory steps.
Paragraphs usually begin with a
topic sentence.
Often illustrated by diagrams to aid
understanding.

Past tense.
In chronological order, using time
connectives.
Specific and descriptive, often in the style of
information and explanation.
Direct speech.

Formal language.
Present tense.
Casual connectives (When, so, since, this
allows, because.
Generalisation.
Detail to understand points- often in the
form of information.
Technical vocabulary.

Letters and
postcards.
Write up of a trip.
Newspaper report.
Diary, journal or
autobiography.
Magazine article.
Retelling a historical
event.

parts of a non
fiction book e.g.
explaining why
volcanoes
erupt.
question and
answer leaflet,
Cross curric links
e.g. Explain why
Christians
celebrate
Christmas (RE),
how something
works
(Technology,
maths), why
things happen
(science,
geography)
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Someone you
are trying to
influence.

Usually
someone who is
interested in the
topic and wants
to know both
sides of an
argument.

To promote a
particular
view or
product in
order to
influence
what people
think or do.

To present a
reasoned
and balanced
overview of
an issue.

Persuasion

Discussion

Product posters.
TV adverts.
Pamphlet from
pressure group.
Magazine article.
Book blurb.
Travel website
blurb.

Balanced leaflet.
Write-up of a
debate.
Non-fiction book on
an issue e.g.
global warming.

Written in simple present tense.
Mainly logical connective e.g. However,
because, this shows.
Emotive language, strong adjectives:
devastatingly, surprisingly, dangerous,
life-changing.
Use of language that sounds good including
slogans, alliteration, rhyme etc.

Written in simple present tense
Connectives and signposts to guide the
reader through the argument:
That help to add on and order ideas and
views e.g. ‘The first reason…’ , ‘also’,
‘furthermore’, ‘moreover’.
That help to introduce other viewpoints e.g.
‘However’, ‘on the other hand’, ‘many
people believe that’.
That help to conclude e.g. ‘In conclusion’,
‘having considered all the arguments’,
looking at this from both sides’.

Logical order.
A series of points building one
viewpoint.
Paragraphs with topic sentence
introduction.
Often includes images to attract
attention.

Opening paragraph that introduces
the reader to the issue
Followed by a series of paragraphs
in a logical order either:
All the arguments ‘for’ followed by
all the arguments ‘against’.
A series of contrasting points
ending with a reasoned
conclusion.

Guidance for Assessment and Feedback in English
The aim of this guidance is to ensure consistency in assessment and feedback in English across the school.

Learning Objectives and Success Criteria
All work must be dated and contextualised with a clear
learning objective and success criteria.
When children are working at self-regulatory level it
may be appropriate for them to discuss and build the
success criteria at the start of the lesson with the teacher.
Marking against the success criteria is highlighted with a
tick (met), PM (partly met) and left blank (not met). From
Year 2 onwards the success criteria should contain two
columns- one for teacher assessment and one for pupil self-assessment.

I can write a list of ingredients in order
I can use time connectives
I can organise the steps with numI can write short, clear sentences

Generic Marking Keys for RWI activities
Generic success criteria for writing activities to be stuck in the front of each book. Teachers to mark activities using
the KS1 marking code.

Generic Marking Keys for KS1 and 2
All teachers should follow these generic marking keys which are stuck into the front of books. This should
also be enlarged and displayed at the front of classrooms.
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NB. Reception teachers should introduce the KS1 marking key for children working on Read Write Inc.
green story books and above. For full guidance, please see page 42.

Marking Pens
Teacher marks in red pen. All response work from pupils is written in green pen.
Verbal Feedback
During the lesson teacher feedback to pupils should focus primarily on relating to the learning objective and
success criteria. Where verbal feedback is given and an edit is made by the pupil this should always be in green pen.
It is therefore not necessary to write ‘VF’ in books.
12

Marking Closed Tasks
Wherever possible children should, led by the teacher, self-mark closed tasks. This should be done in green pen.
This will include the marking of spellings, closed tasks in grammar (e.g. circle the adverbs in this sentence) and
punctuation (e.g. correctly punctuate the sentence). Self-marking needs to be checked daily by the teacher.

Observations and Recording
Much of children’s learning will take place through practical tasks and speaking and listening activities (e.g. drama
and role-play). To capture and comment on this learning the teacher should take a photo and ask the children to
reflect on the learning that has taken place in the picture. Children must demonstrate that they can engage with
the learning through a follow up question which accompanies the photo.

What adjectives can you use to
describe spaghetti?

End of the day marking expectations
All books should be marked daily:
 All books should be marked daily against the success criteria.
 Teachers use the generic marking key.
 Teachers use differentiated feedback stickers (symbols) 2-3 times per week. The question is printed on to the
sticker.
 Long writing tasks should use SOLO verbs to inform questioning through red pen personalised comments.
This may also be done through the use of feedback stickers, where appropriate. Year 1 and 2 are more likely
to use feedback stickers as it may not yet be appropriate to expect children to read and respond to
personalised comments.
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This will determine the pitch and focus of the lesson for the following day. Once children’s work has been checked
the teacher will decide which pupils will need focused intervention and teaching at the beginning of the next lesson
(5 – 10 minutes).
Year 1- For children in Key Stage 1 who are learning to read and write, the majority of feedback is given orally. In
addition, teachers may write comments in their books explaining what they are saying as they write.
Children will spend 5-10 minutes at the start of the lesson on a feedback challenge (see examples below).
The class teacher will ‘catch and intervene’ with the focus group. In Year 1 there will just be two symbols; either a
star to indicate working with the class teacher or a square to respond to a process level task. This means all children
working independently at tables will be responding to the same question. Throughout the year this may increase to
the three levels of feedback.

Year 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
Children will spend 5-10 minutes at the start of the lesson on a feedback challenge (see examples below).
The class teacher will ‘catch and intervene’ with the focus group.
Marking Long Writing
Marking against the success criteria is highlighted with a tick (met), PM (partly met) and left blank (not met). All
pieces of long writing should be marked in-depth.
Setting next steps:
 If a child meets some (process level) of the success criteria the feedback should prompt learners either
through an example, steps or a reminder.
 If a child meets all (self-regulatory level) of the success criteria the feedback should give a challenge or selfassessment.
 Child acknowledges their next step in green pen.
 Red pen comments and green pen response questions should be introduced in Year 2 when a child can read
at age expected level. For most children this will be at some point in Year 2.
 Children’s green pen responses should be acknowledged and responded to by the teacher.
 Ensure feedback given is targeted and don’t make too many corrections on a single piece of work. Too many
corrections will be demotivating and confusing (e.g. marking numerous spelling mistakes in a long writing
task. This should be noted by the teacher and inform the planning and teaching cycle).
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Examples of Feedback
Feedback tasks are written up on the board alongside the marking symbol. Teacher uses a sentence stem
(where appropriate) to help children structure their responses in green pen in their books.

Task level
(Improve- go back and
re-teach)

LO: I am learning to
punctuate sentences
with capital letters
and full stops.
SC:
I can use capital
letters at the start of
my sentences.
I can use full stops at
the end of my
sentences.

Pupil omits capital letters
or full stops or puts them
in the wrong place.

LO: I am learning to
write poems with a
pattern (theme- a
train ride).
SC:
I can use rhyme.
I can use words that
start with the same
letter (alliteration).
I can use words that
sound like their
meaning
(onomatopoeia).
I can correctly
punctuate my poem.

Pupil may have failed to
use any alliteration or
onomatopoeia.

LO: I am learning to
write instructions
(for making a bird
feeder).
SC: I can use
sequencing
vocabulary correctly.
I can put the
instructions in the
correct order.
I can use correct
punctuation when I
write my
instructions.

Pupil has not used capital
letters or descriptive
vocabulary.

Teacher will ‘catch and
intervene’ on the carpet.
Feedback task: Go and
work with your teacher.

Teacher will ‘catch and
intervene’ within the
focus group and re-teach.
Feedback task: Go and
work with your teacher.

Teacher will ‘catch and
intervene’ with the focus
group and re-teach.
Feedback task: Go and
work with your teacher.

Process level
(Consolidate- reminder/
steps /another example)

Pupil uses a capital letter
at the start of the
sentence but omits full
stops at the end.
Feedback task: Complete
these sentences by putting
the full stops in, to
separate one sentence
from another.
Pupil’s work demonstrates
some understanding of the
task. In this case they may
have used correct
punctuation throughout
and used an example of
alliteration, but not yet
used onomatopoeia.
Feedback task:
Onomatopoeia is words
which sound like their
meaning. Look back at our
examples on the working
wall. Write down all the
onomatopoeia examples
you can think of for the
noise of a train.
Pupil’s work demonstrates
some understanding of the
task. In this case they
have used sequencing
vocabulary and ordered
the process correctly. They
are not punctuating their
sentences with capital
letters and full stops.
Feedback task: Every new
sentence needs to start
with a capital letter. Go
back and check this is
done.
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Self-regulatory level
(Extend- apply, challenge,
reason or self-assess)

Pupil’s work demonstrates
they have a high degree of
proficiency in the task.
Feedback task: Explain why
we need to use full stops in
our writing.

Pupil’s work demonstrates
they have a high degree of
proficiency in the task.
Feedback task: Look back at
your poem. List any examples
of alliteration and
onomatopoeia.

Pupil’s work demonstrates
they have a high degree of
proficiency in the task.
Feedback task: Explain what
would happen if you didn’t
use sequencing vocabulary in
your instructions.

LO: I am learning to
write a narrative
(character profile
for a wolf).
SC:
I can describe my
character’s
appearance.
I can describe my
character’s
characteristics.
I can use full stops
and capital letters
accurately.
I can write
sentences that make
sense.

Pupil’s work demonstrates
some understanding of the
task. In this case they
have described their
character’s characteristics
and used full stops and
capital letters correctly but
some of the sentences
don’t make sense.

Pupil’s work demonstrates
they have a high degree of
proficiency in the task.
Feedback task: Summarise
below the important features
of a writing a character profile.

Teacher will ‘catch and
intervene’ on the carpet.
Feedback task: Teacher
uses a couple of sentences
from the pupil’s writing
and models how they
would redraft it to make it
make sense.

Example of ppt slide:

Check it, Beat it, Prove it
To develop and evidence mastery across the curriculum teachers will use the evidence in pupil’s books, as well as
Check it, Beat it and Prove it activities. Each activity will be clearly linked to an end of year objective. Children
should complete 1 of each activity every other week.
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Check it
Check it is a process level question designed to check if pupils can recall knowledge from previous lessons.

Beat it
Beat it is a timed challenge, used to access a pupil’s rapid and accurate recall.

Prove it
Prove it is a self-evaluation task designed to assess a pupil's recall and explanation of previous teaching.

Redrafting
Redrafting takes place once every 3 weeks within the POR 3 week cycle.

17

To make the task purposeful and manageable you may:
Select just one paragraph for redrafting as opposed to the whole piece of writing.
In year 1 or 2, choose one focus for the redrafting e.g. ‘to ensure you have used appropriate time connectives’
and to ‘improve handwriting’.
All pupil books from Y1- Y6 will ensure each redraft has an appropriate redrafting success criteria.
Teachers model to the children how they would take a piece of writing that has been marked using the redrafting
code and improve it. They then give time for the children to redraft the marked parts of their writing.
I can redraft my writing to…
Make edits linked to the success
criteria (specify- e.g. use direct speech)
Edit my spelling errors
Proof read to check it makes sense
Improve my handwriting
To then mark a redraft teachers are expected to:
 Give a red pen comment stating how successful they have been with their re-drafting
 Give red pen feedback linked to LO and SC either:
 Example
 Steps
 Reminder
 Challenge
Teacher will finally respond to the GPR with an acknowledgement.
Handwriting Feedback
Marking should be timely and relevant. Teaching staff should give immediate feedback during handwriting lessons,
modelling correct formation and joins in pupil’s books before giving an opportunity for the pupil to practise.
Teacher handwriting in pupil’s books is expected to follow the Penpals Sassoon font at the end of year expectations
for their year group. We expect all staff to work towards using the school font as consistently as possible (see
Handwriting Policy).

Presentation Guidance for English




All sheets of paper to be stuck in on the lines.
Learning feedback ‘star, square or circle’ to be printed on a sticker and stuck into book (see below).
Materials chosen for drawings or paintings must be of a high quality e.g. charcoal, chalks, watercolours,
drawing pencils. No felt tips.
 Paper for drawing/ painting on should be of high quality.
Example of page layout:
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Example of Working Walls for Power of Reading
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20

Day 2

Shared
writing

Grammar
Game:
2 minute
game to
rhyme words

Whole class book
talk.

Reading, book talk
Learning Objectives:
I am learning to infer a character's feelings, actions and motives. (London Eye Mysteries)
S.C.
I know what inference means
I can make inferences about a character
I can write notes about a character (feeling, action)
I can explain why a character feels this way
Read chapter 12 Another Fine Mess. Have the top half of p. 92 enlarged for the class to see. In small
groups, children roleplay the emotions described, then choose an expression for others to guess. Children
continue this code writing descriptions on post-its for the WW.
Read chapter 13 The Eye of the Hurricane.
How is Aunt Gloria feeling?
Children walk around the classroom as Aunt Gloria looking for Salim. Teacher speaks. Freeze frames.
Children describe their emotions. Teacher scribes.
Share vocabulary ideas from these activities and demonstrate how to select and enhance descriptions for
precision and effect.
Children create their own Word Banks of powerful vocabulary describing how Aunt Gloria feels, to be used
over the week around a picture.
Reading, book talk, shared writing
Learning Objectives:
I am learning to unpick the features of a poem
S.C.
I understand the meaning of rhyme
I can choose rhyming words
I can underline features of poem
Give children a poem with an unusual structure – e.g. Pantoum – how does it work? Children to annotate
rhyme and repeating lines.
Put up several children's word banks on the WB (at different levels) and model magpie-ing vocabulary and
phrases. Children add to their Word Banks.
Using all children's Word Banks through modelled and shared approaches, compose a class poem,
selecting and sequencing words and phrases, from the perspective of Gloria, drawing on her emotions of
loss and sadness at Salim’s disappearance.
Encourage children to work with you to improve language choices and enhance descriptions. And to tell
teacher how the poem should be structured from their annotations.

Check it:
Commas to
embed
clauses

Book talk

Day 1

Annotated poem.

Modelled-shared
poem for working
wall and stuck in
books.

Children's word
banks in their
books.

Photograph the
WW and add to
books.

Record on WW.

Recording/
Resources

Power of Reading - Activities

Check it, beat
it, prove it/
grammar
games

Focus of
lesson

Day
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Day 6
and 7

Book talk – story
mapping

Grammar
Game:
Alliterate
This!

Book Talk
Learning Objectives:
I am learning to participate in discussions about fictional events.
S.C.
I can form opinions about an event
I can use inferences to support my opinion
I can use the text to justify my views
Read chapter 14 - Eight Theories up to p. 105 'Salim emerged from the pod hiding beneath somebody else’s clothes.' Ask children to work in
pairs to discuss each of the eight theories and order them from most to least likely. Join pairs together and ask each new group of four
children to revisit the theories and agree the top three theories. Expect each group to articulate reasons for their choices. You may want to
model this before giving the children time to record their choices and reasons in their reading journals. As a class, vote for the most
convincing theories and expect children to give reasons for their voting choices. Finish reading this chapter to find out what Kat thinks.
Before the next session read chapters 15 - Infinity, 16 - Cloud Cover and 17 - Lightening Strikes.
Story Mapping:
Learning Objective:
I am learning to use story mapping to embed a story (London Eye Mystery)
S.C.
I understand the key events
I can order the key events chronologically
I can make notes against the key events
In pairs ask the children to identify the key events so far. For example: letter from Gloria, Gloria and Salim arrive, visit to London Eye and
disappearance, inspector visit, finding Salim’s camera, etc.. Set a challenge: for the children to prioritise five key events and justify their choices and
allow children time to work together to prioritise the most important events. Encourage children to explain and give reasons for their annotations
and opinions using the text to support them. Model how to create a story map of these events.
Note the story map scaffold or format used here needs to be suitable for children to re-use it when they write their own stories i.e. it would be
better if it contained all the elements we want them to reproduce (something like: setting-characters > new situation occurs > mystery happens >
characters must work to solve mystery > resolution)
Class story mapping on day one individual day two.

Prove it:
Speech
Punctuation

Book talk discussion

Day 5

Expanded
Noun
Phrases

Grammar/SPAG

Day 4

Independent writing
Learning Objectives:
I am learning to write a poem (London Eye Mystery)
S.C.
I can choose accurate vocabulary
I can apply my bank of rhyming words
I can re-read my poem to check for changes
I can make necessary changes
Children work in guided groups or independently to write their own poems based on the whole class example. Encourage children to edit and
extend their writing.
Share poems at the end of the lesson.
SPAG
Learning Objective
I am learning to use expanded noun phrases to describe
S.C.
I can choose accurate vocabulary

Beat it:
Spelling of
cious, suffix
words

Writing
(presenting)

Day 3
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Grammar
Game

Book talk –
planning
character
description

Day 9

Describe this!

Figurative
Language

SPAG

Day 8

Character Description Planning
Learning Objectives:
I am learning to plan a detailed character description
S.C.
I can use bullet points to plan
I can make notes about the character’s actions
I can make notes about the character’s feelings
I can list descriptive vocabulary
Read up to page 176. Stop just before you reach the code.
Ask the children to work with a partner to discuss and make a note of possible words which could have been on the
jacket.
Read to end of chapter 24. Discuss what Ted might do next: will he be brave enough to find this man on his own if it
involves lying? Expect children to articulate their responses, justifying their answers using the text.
Read chapter 25 The TV Crew and discuss the questions on p. 204:
o Was this the right thing to do?
o What if mum found the note and didn’t believe it?
o What if I didn’t find Kat in Earl’s Court Exhibition Centre?
o What if I didn’t find Earl’s Court at all?
o What if I didn’t even make it to our local underground station?
Add any new insights into Ted’s character to the role on wall. For example: developments in his character; his
increased bravery and confidence in his drive to find his cousin; his ability to know when to tell a white lie. Add these
thoughts to WW.
Discuss plan for the character description of Ted.
Model doing this as a class.
Children to create own plans.

Learning Objective:
I am learning to use figurative language to describe (simile and metaphor)
S.C.
I know what a simile is
I know what a metaphor is
I know the difference between a simile and metaphor
I can use a simile
I can use a metaphor

Planning Sheet to be
completed and
added to books

WW reflections.

Recorded in books.
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Planning

Writing

Day
13

Writing a
character
description

Day
11

Day
10

N/A

Ordering
event game

Fronted
Adverbials

Story Planning:
I am learning to plan a narrative (London Eye Mystery)
S.C.
I can use bullet points to add notes
I can sequence event logically
I can include key events
I can include key phrases
Children to create a shared plan of the story box by box, this to be added to W.W. to support modelled
writing during the week.
Children to independently plan their own versions of the London Eye Mystery Story.
Writing a narrative/ Shared Writing
LO: I am to write a narrative (London Eye Mysteries)
S.C.
I can sequence events logically
I can use a range of openers (time connectives)
I can use a range of conjunctions to extend my sentences
I can use paragraphs accurately
I can bring events to a suitable close
I can use my narrative checklist

Before the next session, read chapters 26-28, to the point where the children have spoken to the security
man but what he said doesn’t add up. Kat and Ted form a team to find the truth.

Shared writing and independent writing:
Learning Objectives:
I can write a detailed character description (Ted London Eye Mystery)
S.C.
I can use appropriate vocabulary to describe a character
I can describe the character’s actions
I can use connectives to extend my sentences
I can use a range of different openers (fronted adverbials)
Through shared approaches, support the children in writing a character study of Ted. Using the knowledge
they have drawn from reading and interacting with the text, devise a suitable structure for the study. For
example: general information, personality, likes and dislikes, hopes and fears. Through modelled and
shared writing, draft a character study, focusing on our knowledge of Ted from the text. Demonstrate how
to use a range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs, selecting and using appropriate
grammar and vocabulary and using a range of sentence types to make meaning clear. Support children to
proof-read character studies and make changes where appropriate. Support them to check their work and
share with response partners to edit and improve their work against success criteria.

Long Write in
English Books
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Editing

Redrafting

Day
14

Day
15

Edit and publish.

Make edits linked to the success
criteria (specify- e.g. use direct
speech)
Edit my spelling errors
Proof read to check it makes sense
Improve my handwriting

I can redraft my writing to…

Learning Objective:
I am learning to edit a narrative (Peer Assessment)
S.C.
I know the author holds the pen
I can offer changes to a partner
I can make changes against the S.C.
I can improve my writing
I can check spelling with a dictionary
Author holds the Pen.
One book at a time.
Author writes a positive red pen comment against LO and SC.
Extension question written using SOLO verbs from class room wall.
LO: I am learning to redraft a narrative

Green Pen editing
in books

Example of a SPAG Medium Term Plan
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Guidance for ‘Hot’ and ‘Cold’ Tasks
‘Hot’ and ‘Cold’ tasks are being implemented to support the assessment and target setting process, within English for teachers
at Shoreditch Park Primary School. This idea is being adapted from ‘Talk 4 Writing’ and will allow children real clarity over seeing progression with their own writing over a 3 week PoR approach. This process will take place once each half term.
What changes will there be to planning and marking?
Planning:
A day for ‘cold’ task at the beginning of a three week cycle will need to be added and two days for ‘hot’ task planning and
writing. These will both need to be included on the normal PoR cycle overview.
Marking:

Cold (light blue paper) – The cold task does not need to be marked, however teachers should read each piece of writing to set
individual and class English targets to be met, ideally during the next three week cycle. These targets will be taken from the
Target Tracker document in the front of the children’s books.
Hot (light orange) - The hot task will be stuck in books with the child’s name and date written clearly, with Assessment written
at the top of the paper. This will be marked diagnostically by the teacher as this will be in books.
How will it work?
Cold
Everyone’s next cycle will focus upon Narrative. Therefore, this will be the focus genre for the cold task. However, the write
must be in the context of the book you’re focussing on during the next cycle.

For Example: Year 6 focus is upon a 3rd Person Narrative, set in the context of War. Therefore this would be the context of the
write.
Minimal input should be given to the children as it is ‘cold’ (the idea being that potentially you could assess from a cold task
later in the Year as children recall the different areas of the genre after they have revisited them a few times.)
So, the first 15 minutes of the lesson would involve a discussion around the genre explaining that they will be writing a narrative – in the 3rd person – set in the context of War.
Ask children to think about everything they know a narrative should include. Explain to them you would love them to show off
with their writing. Reminding them of any current targets they may have within that area.
Give the children then 45 minutes to write ‘Cold’

Hot
The hot task will focus on the same genre. You will have worked up towards this within your 3 week PoR cycle, children will
have even written a narrative based upon the book that you have been reading.
This will therefore, be the third time they have written a full narrative within a three week cycle.
However this ‘hot’ task is an assessment and should be different to the Narrative written in class.
E.g.
Narrative in Class: 3rd Person Narrative, about a young boy growing up in WW1.
Hot Task Narrative: 3rd Person Narrative, about a soldier fighting in WW1.

So, the genre is the same the context is slightly different.
Planning:
15 Minute Whole Class
45 Minutes Independent
Write:
1 hour
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Differentiated S.C. and Guidance

Clear 4 Way differentiated S.C.

Further Ways to show differentiated approaches to S.C.
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Showing greater depth within S.C.

Other differentiated approaches
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Read Write Inc. Phonics
SET 1
Sound
m
a
s

Rhyme

SET 2
Sound

Rhyme

SET 3
Sound

Rhyme

Maisie, mountain, mountain
Round the apple, down the leaf
Slither down the snake
Round his bottom, up his tall neck and down to
his feet
Down the tower, across the tower
Down the body, dot for the head
Down Nobby, over his net
Down the plait and over the pirate's face

ay
ee
igh

May I Play?
What can you see?
Fly high

ea
oi
a-e

Cup of tea
Spoil the boy
Make a cake

ow

Blow the snow

i-e

Nice smile

oo
oo
ar
or

Poo at the zoo
Look at a book
Start the car
Shut the door

o-e
u-e
aw
are

Phone home
Huge brute
Yawn at dawn
Care and Share

air
ir
ou
oy

That's not fair
Whirl and Twirl
Shout it out
Toy for a boy

ur
er
ow
ai

Nurse with a purse
A better letter
Brown cow
Snail in the rain

oa

Goat in a boat

b

Round her face, down her hair and give her a curl
All around the orange
Curl around the caterpillar
Down the kangaroo's body, tail and leg
Down and under, up to the top and draw the
puddle
Down the laces, to the heel, round the toe

ew

Chew and stew

f

Down the stem and draw the leaves

ire

Fire fire

e
l
h

ear
ure

Hear with your ear
Sure it's pure

r

Lift off the top and scoop out the egg
Down the long leg
Down the head to the hooves and over his back
Slither down the snake, then down the horse's
head to the hooves and over his back
Down his back and then curl over his arm

j
v

Down his body, curl and dot
Down a wing, up a wing

y

Down a horn, up a horn and under his head

w

x
ng

Down, up, down, up
Down the tower, across the tower, then down the
horse's head to the hooves and over his back
Zig-zag-zig
Curl around the caterpillar, then down the horse's
head to the hooves and over his back
Round her head, past her earrings and down her
hair
Down the arm and leg and repeat the other side
A thing on a string

nk

I think I stink

d
t
i
n
p
g
o
c
k
u

sh

th
z
ch
q
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Read Write Inc. - Word Time 1 Plan
Monday
Teaching blending/
reading with white
cards
(15 mins)

Reviewing sounds
(10mins)
Speedwriting
(5 mins- at tables)
Oral Fred Talk Game
Tuesday
Blending
(10 mins)
Parents Reading

TEACH NEW SET 1
SOUND (10 mins)
Speedwriting
(5 mins- at tables)
Oral Fred Talk Game
Wednesday
Spelling
on fingers
(10 mins)
Parents- Handwriting

Speedwriting
(5 mins- at tables)
Oral Fred Talk
DAY Thursday
Spelling (10 mins)
TEACH NEW SET 1
SOUND
(10- 15minuntes)
Friday Spelling/
blending
(10 mins)
Speedwriting
(5 mins- at tables)

1. Teacher: Fred says word is
Children: ‘‘p-i-g’ pig
Teacher: The word is ‘pig’
Children: “pig”
2. Teacher: So I will need; ‘p-i-g’ Pulls down white cards.
3. Teacher: ‘‘p-i-g’ pig Pointing to the cards.
Children: ‘‘p-i-g’ pig Teacher points to the cards.
4. Teacher models pushing sound tiles ‘d-o-g’ to the top of the magnetic
board and shows children. Children repeat on their own boards.
Mat, mad, dad,(2 x d’s) sad Sam
Spend 10-15 minutes reviewing speed sound ‘k’ and reviewing reading previously taught
sounds.
Revise the handwriting for 3/ 4 previous taught sounds. ‘r’, ‘y’
Fred says game
1. Teacher: Fred says word is
Children: ‘‘p-i-g’ pig
Teacher: The word is ‘pig’
Children: “pig”
2. Teacher: So I will need; ‘p-i-g’ Pulls down white cards.
3. Teacher: ‘‘p-i-g’ pig Pointing to the cards
Children: ‘‘p-i-g’ pig Teacher points to the cards
4. Teacher models pushing sound tiles ‘d-o-g’ to the top of the magnetic
board and shows children. Children repeat on their own boards.
Spend 10-15 minutes reviewing ‘s’ and reviewing reading previously taught sounds.
Revise the handwriting for ‘v’ ‘e’
Fred says
Review sounds
1. Teacher: We are going to spell words on our fingers. Show me your
Stamping finger. Show me 3 Fred Fingers (sounds).
Children hold up stamping finger and 3 Fred Fingers.
2. Teacher: The word we are going to spell is ‘pan’
Children: ’pan’ Repeat in MTYT
3. Teacher: Look at your fingers and stamp on the sounds.
Children stamp on sounds.
WT1 3 x words mat, sad dad
Revise the handwriting for
‘f’, ‘l’
Fred says game
Spelling words Dad, Mad, sat
Spend 10-15 minutes teaching ‘ch’

Mat, mad

Revise the handwriting for ‘sh’ ‘z’
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Read Write Inc. - Ditty Plan
2 days- Ditty 2 Bad Dog

Speed
Sounds
lesson

Focus Set 1 sounds

U, th, qu

WT 6/7 words

Chat, grin, from, black

WT 1-5 Review words

Dig, top, in, sad,

Green words from
Ditty

Dog, bad, yap, rip, dig, can

(15 mins)

Reading
lesson
(approx.
20-25
mins)

(on cards)
Red words from Ditty

N/A

(on cards/ wall)
New vocabulary and
story introduction
(Resources, props,
questions, linked texts)

Read 1- Focus on
decoding accurately

Story about a dog who is very cheeky, he doesn’t listen to his owner and
does not behave in the right way. Because of this his owner calls him a ‘bad
dog’. Talk to the children about what he might be doing for his owner to call
him this using TTYP. Make sure children are using full sentences.

Yap- high pitched bark
Rip- tearing something- tearing paper model this
Props- dog, spade, paper
Model how to point underneath the words as the other partner reads.
When partner reading re-teach whole group any tricky words.
Remind chn to swap over at the end of the line.
Remind children if they are speedy at reading when they get to the end they
need to whizz back to the beginning and start again.

Read 2

What is the last thing that bad dog does?

Jump in, explain a page
and questions to talk
about

How do you think the dog’s owner is feeling?
What is the first thing bad dog does?
Do you think the dog is bad?

Writing
Lesson
(approx.
10 mins)

Read 3

Pretend you are the owner of the dog.

Read with expression,
read like a storyteller

What voice might you use?

Speed Words
Oral Build a Sentence

N/A
The angry/ strong dog ripped the newspaper in half/ into pieces.

Hold a sentence:

Bad dog can yap.
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Teacher: Miss Walters
Start Date:

Book:

9.06.17

Too Much

Finish Date: 14.06.17

Read Write Inc.
Green, Purple, Pink, Orange
Phonics – First Part of lesson

Day 1

Speed sound lesson –
igh – i-e ie, y

Reading Activities storybook – Second part of lesson

Speed Sounds – focus sounds identified in storybooks and any
other sounds your group may find tricky (oo)

Mon

Writing
– Final
part
No
writing

Green/ Syllable/root words/ suffixes (print from Oxford Owl)
and red words (written on red paper). Mix of about 10 words.

Read and write words
containing focus sound.

Partner practise at tables
High tries

cries

cry

fry

Story introduction – (print from Oxford Owl) The vocabulary
check is done through story introduction. Use props to support.
Read 1- Decode - Children read at tables –

teacher to assess

decoding skills
Teacher reads story to children. Purpose is reading for pleasure (no
jump in).

Day 2

Tues

Speed sound lesson – teach
or revise a sound
ow o-e oa

Read and write words
containing focus sound
Boat spoke smoke moat
Day 3

Wed

Speed sound lesson – teach
or revise a sound air are

Read and write words containing focus sound (Written
at back of books – chn
self-assess in green pen)
Share fair nightmare compare

Speedy green words (view on Oxford Owl website) and red words
(written on red paper)
Partner practise at tables (speed words at back of book)

No
writing

Teacher reads with a jump in – model appropriate reading pace
Read 2- Speed - Children read at tables –

teacher to assess reading

pace
Think about the story –

(script for this is in the RWI handbook) Teacher reads
story to the class. TOL to support children with inference and understanding
the way tricky vocabulary has been used. This is an essential activity in setting
up success for children in the comprehension questions. Use MTYT/ TOL /
TTYP / Freeze Frame in order for children to comprehend the story.

No
writing

P8 - Freeze frame the girl’s expression at the start of the story. TTYP – how is
she feeling? For example grumpy/tired/irritable.
P9 - 12 TOL about things which are not right
P13 TOL about what is just right
MTYT with feeling – too this and too that – but my mum is just right.
Freeze frame the girl’s expression.
How is she feeling now? TTYP
Read 3 – Comprehension - Children read at tables teacher to assess

fluency
Questions to talk about (back of book) Children go back and partner
read. When children have completed partner reading, teacher asks QTTA
(questions to talk about on the last page of RWI book). Children must answer
these questions through partner talk, then feed back to the teacher. Allow
children extra time to ‘prove’ answers during prove it questions. (I know this
because, I think this because)
No speed sounds
Day 4

Thurs

Writing day – always complete written comprehension.
Alternate between hold, build and proofread.
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Writing
day

Teacher: Ms Ketchell

Book: Looking after a hamster

Start Date: 04.05.17

Finish Date: 10.05.17

Read Write Inc.
Yellow, Blue, Grey
Phonics – First
Part of lesson

Day 1

Mon

Speed sound
lesson – teach
sound i-e igh y
Smile while
flight
Read and write
words
containing
focus sound on whiteboards

Reading Activities storybook – Second part of lesson

Speed Sounds – focus sounds identified in storybooks and any other sounds
your group may find tricky ir ur er
Green/ Syllable/root words/ suffixes (print from Oxford Owl) and red words
(written on red paper). Mix of about 10 words. Climbers pouches scamper
discovering whiskers tube stale

Writing
– Final
part
No
writing

Partner practise at tables
Story introduction – (print from Oxford Owl) The vocabulary check is done
through story introduction. Use props to support.
Read 1- Decode - Children read at tables –

teacher to assess decoding skills

Teacher reads story to children. Purpose is reading for pleasure (no jump in).
Day 2

Tues

Day 3

Wed

Speed sound
lesson – teach
sound oa ow
o-e
Read and write
words containing focus sound
Phone moan
snowing
Read and write
words
containing
focus sound
are air

Speedy green words (view on Oxford Owl website) and red words (written on red
paper)

No
writing

Partner practise at tables (speed words at back of book)
Teacher reads with a jump in – model appropriate reading pace
Read 2- Speed -Children read at tables –

teacher to assess reading pace

Think about the story – Teacher reads story to the class. TOL to support children with
inference and understanding the way tricky vocabulary has been used. This is an essential
activity in setting up success for children in the comprehension questions. Use MTYT/ TOL /
TTYP / Freeze Frame in order for children to comprehend the story

No
writing

(Written at back
of books – chn
self-assess in
green pen)
Share fair
nightmare
compare

Read 3 – Comprehension -Children read at tables teacher to assess fluency
Questions to talk about (back of book) Children go back and partner read. When
children have completed partner reading, teacher asks QTTA (questions to talk about on the
last page of RWI book). Children must answer these questions through partner talk, then feed
back to the teacher. Allow children extra time to ‘prove’ answers during prove it questions.
(I know this because, I think this because)
Day 4

Thurs

Writing day

Writing day – always complete written comprehension.
Alternate between hold, build, grammar and proofread.
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Writing
day

Speed Sounds Lesson- Word reading
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Example Read Write Inc. Working Walls

Blue pocket charts contain green, red and
challenge words linked to the book. Teacher also
adds any other words they have identified for
teaching to their group.

Tables and teaching area set up to include:
 Grapheme charts at the front of the
classroom (post-it notes added for ‘new’
sounds).
 Props and resources linked to storybook.
 Linked books.
 Green words cards (for review).
 Red words cards (for review).
 Alien words.
 Fred the Frog.

 Grapheme chart is at the front of the

teaching space.
 ‘New’ sounds are identified and added to
the grapheme chart with a post-it note or
in marker pen.
 Red Words are added to the ‘Red Word
Wall’ as these are taught.
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Example layout and marking in Read Write Inc. in books

 All books are marked in line with KS1 marking key.
 High expectations for presentation from Reception onwards.
 Opportunities for children to revisit errors and correct in green pen.

 Evidence of progression through increased expectations e.g. multiple choice comprehension questions

and answering in full sentences.
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Marking Keys for RWI
Purpose of activities displayed at the front of RWI books.
Hold a Sentence
LO – I am learning to hold a sentence in my head before writing it with correct
spelling and punctuation.
Success Criteria
I will know I have been successful when…
I can say a sentence with the words in the correct order
I can spell words correctly
I can use the correct punctuation

Proofread
LO – I am learning to identify and correct spelling and punctuation errors.
Success Criteria
I will know I have been successful when…
I can read the text and identify errors
I can identify spelling errors and correct them
I can identify punctuation errors and correct them

Build a Sentence
LO – I am learning to build a sentence out loud before writing it down.
Success Criteria
I will know I have been successful when…
I can discuss the text
I can build my own sentence about the text
I can say my sentence before wiring it
I can use phonetically-plausible spellings

Comprehension
LO – I am learning to comprehend a text
Success Criteria
I will know I have been successful when…
I can talk about the text
I can find answers in the text
I can infer information

Marking Key for EYFS
Green storybooks and beyond

Initial sounds and word time
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EXAMPLE OF Destination Reader Medium Term Plan

Wk.

Focus

Lesson Objectives (foci)

Assessment
(Fundamentals)

Green –
comprehension
Orange/Red – Being
a reader
Blue – Word reading

1

Learning
behaviours/
Reading
preferences

To support and actively listen to others.
To discuss and explain our ideas.
To take responsibility for our own and our
group’s learning.

Participates in discussion about books taking
turns and listening to others’ views.
Reads a range of texts including poems and play
-scripts

2

Prediction –
introduce
core text

To predict using the book cover.

To predict what might happen based on details
stated and implied.

To predict (character) from illustrations.
To predict what might happen based on
details stated and implied.

Recording
and
assessment

Introduce
reading
albums to
children.
Complete
reading
preferences.
2x Selfie
1X iSpy obs
(diagnostic
comments
linked to the
‘indicators’)

To predict what might happen based on
wider experiences.
3

Prediction –
introduce
core text

To predict using the book cover.
To predict (character) from illustrations.
To predict what might happen based on
details stated and implied.
To predict what might happen based on
wider experiences.

To predict what might happen based on details
stated and implied.

4

Asking
Questions

To ask retrieval questions.

*Asks questions to clarify.
*Checks the text makes sense by discussing
their understanding.

To know what ‘open questions’ are.
(Sorting stems)
To ask ‘open questions’ to explore the
meaning of the text.
To answer questions using Point, Evidence
and Explain.
5

Asking
Questions

6

Clarifying
Use core
text

To ask retrieval questions.
To know what ‘open questions’ are.
(Sorting stems)
To ask ‘open questions’ to explore the
meaning of the text.
To answer questions using Point, Evidence
and Explain.
To read unknown words and phrases using
a variety of strategies.
(Create toolkit)

To check the text makes sense by
discussing their understanding.
To explain the meaning of words in context.
(Vocabulary wall)
To use dictionaries to check the meaning of
unfamiliar words.
7

Clarifying
Use nonfiction
relating to
topic

To read unknown words and phrases using
a variety of strategies.
(Create toolkit)
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1x Selfie
1x iSpy obs
1x Big Picture
(see sample
q’s in
guidance
booklet)
2x Selfie
1X iSpy obs

*Asks questions to clarify.
*Checks the text makes sense by discussing
their understanding.

1x Selfie
1x iSpy obs
1x Big Picture

*Checks the text makes sense by discussing their
understanding.
*To ask questions to clarify.
*Word-reading objectives including decoding,
applying knowledge of prefixes and suffixes,
using dictionaries and explaining new
vocabulary.
*Reads for different purposes, engaging with
books structured in different ways.

2x Selfie
1X iSpy obs

*Checks the text makes sense by discussing their
understanding.
*To ask questions to clarify.
*Word-reading objectives including decoding,
applying knowledge of prefixes and suffixes,
using dictionaries and explaining new
vocabulary.
*Reads for different purposes, engaging with
books structured in different ways.

1x Selfie
1x iSpy obs
1x Big Picture

Example of Reading (Destination Reader) Working Walls

Display the Destination Reader text at the front of
your Reading Wall. Next to this, write up any new
vocabulary and definitions.

Display all the reading strategies at the front of the
Reading Wall. Refer to these as you model the
strategy in the whole class teaching input and when
children apply these in their reading throughout the
lesson.

Display the focus reading strategy and the sentence
stems at the front of the Reading Wall. Refer to the
stems and use them when you model during the
whole class teaching input.
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Reading Albums- Guidance for Marking and Presentation
Week 1
Week 2

Selfie
Selfie

iSpy
iSpy

Selfie
Big Picture

Selfie

iSpy
4-5 children per week. To be tracked on iSpy tracking street. This way the whole class should have an iSpy every
half term.
Teachers/TA’s to take iSpy’s in all other lessons to be added to reading albums. E.g. in Lit when they make a
prediction or inference or in Topic when they use learning behaviours.
These will be done on a post it note with the date, iSpy logo and skill being learnt.
3.6.16
Inferring
I think the character Clare is kind and accepting as
she does not laugh at Tom when he tells the class
about the lion but instead tries to help by showing
him pictures of different lions.
Big Picture

Template saved on T:drive – to be used for each Big Picture lesson to ensure consistency in presentation.
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Marking

All work acknowledged using KS2 marking key – to be stuck at front of book.
All selfies acknowledged with a tick and through marking key. Where children’s selfies need further challenge
teachers will add in green pen and children respond in red pen.
Big Picture diagnostically marked with red pen questions for children to respond to. Teacher to edit big pictures to
link to types of questions used in summative assessment to prepare children for them and make them common
place.
Response time: at the start of Big Picture and iSpy lessons.
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Class Book Corner Expectations
FS Book Corner Checklist
Is the area clearly signed as Book Corner? Does it look inviting?
Is there a celebration of your class author? E.g. Julia Donaldson
Are there photos of authors linked to Core Texts?
Eric Carle
Trish Cooke
Julia Donaldson
Etc.
Is there art work by the children linked to the Core Texts?
Are there photos of the children using the Book Corner with accompanying prompts?
Are books clearly labelled?
Are all book boxes clearly labelled in an appropriate font and with a matching image/ photo?
Core Texts
Fairy Tales
Non-fiction books
Animal Stories
Stories from other cultures
Read Write Inc. Books
Are there props linked to the Core Texts for current week and/or previous familiar Core Texts?
Opportunities for re-telling stories with
puppets/ costumes/ masks/ props/ story-maps and sequencing/ interactive resources
Are there soft toys for children to share stories with?
KS1/2 Book Corner Checklist
Is the area clearly signed as Book Corner? Does it look inviting?
Are there photos of authors linked to Core Texts?
Are there books published by the children in the book corner?
Literacy work bound together
Topic work
Are books clearly labelled?
Are all book boxes clearly labelled?
Core Texts
Fiction books
Non-fiction books
Poetry
Picture books
Chapter books
Is there an opportunity to recommend books and do book reviews?
Recommend books to each other or teacher
Is there a class author display?
Is it clear who the class librarians are who monitor keeping it neat and tidy?
Is there a clear system in place for borrowing or returning books (one each for free readers/
levelled readers)
Name:
Date:
Book title/ level:
Returned:
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Examples of Class Book Corners

Book Corners are vibrant, attractive and well
organised.

Books are well ordered and
include:
 Picture books
 Novels
 Poetry
 Newspapers/ magazines
 Fiction and non-fiction
 Levelled home reader
books (organised in line
with progressions steps
for reading)
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 Collection of books linked to class author
 Collection of books linked to ASPIRE

 Collection of levelled home reading books
ordered in their box in their colour bands

 Opportunities for
children to
interact with the
environment and
with their peers.

 Books/ work from
the children added
to the Book
Corner.



Class librarians
identified and
displayed.



System in place for
recording, the
borrowing and
returning of books- one
for free readers and
one for levelled
readers.
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Home Reading expectations
Children should have the opportunity to change their reading books at least once per week:
Free Reader
Nursery

From class book corner

Reception

From class book corner

KS1

From class book corner

KS2

From class book corner

Levelled Reader
Encourage parents to buy phonics sound
cards set 1
Encourage parents to buy phonics sound
cards set 2 and 3
Ditties and RWI Books
RWI Book and colour banded home reading
book
Colour banded home reading book

Blast off into reading
Blast off into Reading blurb
As a way of promoting reading in KS1/2 and to ensure we are following up on children reading at home for 20
minutes a night, Blast off into Reading is a classroom display to track progress and ensure this is happening.
Each child is a rocket. They want to zoom through space and reach all the planets. Every week’s worth of reading at
home (with evidence) they get to move to a new planet.
 Teachers check reading records once a week. (Thursday is preferable)
 Once a teacher has evidence of a child having read for a whole week – they get to move to the next planet.

(see dates and see if you can see a whole week)
 Teachers will check this every Thursday morning ready for names to be given for assembly prizes by Thursday

pm.
 Teachers to keep track on who has received prizes.
 Once they get through all planets – they can turn into astronauts and do the cycle again.
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Handwriting and Pen licenses
Use of pencils and pens
Children across the whole school write in pencil from Reception onwards. When a child demonstrates they can join
consistently and accurately in pencil (in line with the Penpals scheme of work) they are awarded a pen license. Pen
licenses are awarded in Friday assemblies and children are given a certificate and a handwriting pen. Names of
children who hold a pen license should be displayed on the class working wall.

Penpals Sassoon Font
The official Penpals handwriting font is on all school computers. It can be found in Microsoft Word under ‘Sassoon
penpals font’- see screenshot below. This resource (for displays and ppts) is a useful model to pupils of the correct
letter formation expected in their year group.
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